
NOSRE-D.N.A. is a highly concentrated blend of surfactants, salts and detergents.  This  compound 
is ideal for stripping and degreasing all ferrous metal parts normally cleaned in a Jet Washing ma-
chine.  The unique blend of materials in NOSRE-D.N.A. enhances grease flotation, penetrates the 
most stubborn grease and carbon build-up while providing reduced incidence of nozzle blockage.  
SUNRISE  recommends the use of our product SWEET SPOT in conjunction with NOSRE-D.N.A.  
SWEET SPOT may be introduced with this product to reduce foaming and odor build-up.

FEATURES & BENEFITS:
Ferrous compound - Compatible with all ferrous metals.  
Non-alkaline - Safe to use.  
Dry compound - Higher concentration.  

APPLICATIONS:
User safety.  Jet washing equipment for most metal stripping. (Ferrous metals only)

DIRECTIONS:
For optimum results, use between 6 and 8 ounces (by volume) of NOSRE-D.N.A. for every gallon of Jet 
Washer reservoir capacity.  As make-up water is introduced into the washer, “spike” the solution as needed 
to ensure maximum cleaning and grease stratification.  Maintain working temperature between 140 and 160 
degrees F. or adjust temperature for work pieces.  Use SUNRISE’S SWEET SPOT to reduce foam if neces-
sary.  SWEET SPOT will also enhance cleaning, brightening and rinsing of metallic parts.  In addition, it will 
promote stratification of petroleum, reduce emulsification and assist skimmer disc performance.  The use of 
NOSRE-D.N.A. in higher concentrations may be necessary for more difficult jobs and paint stripping.  Do not 
use product on machined parts or where fine tolerances must be maintained.  Check parts periodically for 
results.  SUNRISE recommends the use of protective aprons, face shields and gloves when working 
with Jet Washing systems.  See your rep for these items.

CUSTOMERS WHO USED THIS PRODUCT ALSO USED:

FORMULATION:
This product is a blend of surfactants, salts and detergents.

TARGET ACCOUNTS:
Machine shops, highway departments, oil fields, truck shops, railroad shops, and rebuilders.

SPECIAL CAUTIONS:
Use caution appropriate to strong alkaline detergent.

WWW.SUNRISENV.COM
P.O. Box 10207

Reno, Nevada 89510
Fax:  775-359-6751

1-800-648-1153
775-359-8494
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EXTRA STRENGTH 
JET WASHING COMPOUND

FOR USE IN  FERROUS METAL CLEANING

PACKAGING
AVAILABILITY

Granular 
(50lb keg)

PART #4025

NOSRE- D.N.A.


